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Abstract: This article conducts an analysis of contemporary 3-D film style in narrative features, examining how stereoscopy has been proscribed to existing cinematic form. Formal examinations of 3-D sequences show them to work within systems of classical or intensified continuity while also generating patterns of meaning tied to the 3-D format.
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Critical examinations of the film style of mainstream narrative features generally agree that legibility and a high degree of stylistic invisibility are of paramount importance. As David Bordwell has shown, a consequence of this prioritization is the subordination of space to narrative causality in classical continuity editing. The classical style that Bordwell locates in twentieth century Hollywood “makes the sheerly graphic space of the film image a vehicle for narrative.”​[1]​ This style shifts the qualities of tonality, movement and composition from image to image in ways that are distinguishable and logical, but not so overt that they are disturbing.​[2]​ Although Hollywood films have “changed enormously” over the years, Bordwell states the continuity style underpinning them has proved “astonishingly robust”, remaining the bedrock of Hollywood filmmaking.​[3]​ Accordingly, he suggests that contemporary films employ an “intensified” version of this continuity system. Hollywood films of the last thirty or so years represent “space, time and narrative relations (such as causal connections and parallels)” in a manner essentially similar to classical continuity, but they raise this style to a “higher pitch of emphasis” through techniques like shorter average shot lengths (ASLs) and the employment of a wider range of lenses to cover any given scene.​[4]​ In his own work, Richard Maltby also suggests that Hollywood relies upon a style valorizing “effortlessness and ease of comprehension.” ​[5]​ Maltby in particular highlights how continuity in shot composition and editing construct represented environments as coherent and realistic, even though these environments are not – generally speaking –the subject of explicit attention. The arrangements of figures, objects and spaces as they are presented on the screen may be meaningful or symbolic in relation to thematic or narrative concerns, but such arrangements rarely if ever challenge the construction of on-screen space as a navigable setting, of which we are being shown the most (narratively) advantageous viewpoint.​[6]​ Like Bordwell, Maltby concedes that the specific conventions of this system may have changed over time, but similarly stresses how the continuity system remains the stable foundation of Hollywood cinema.​[7]​ Both these writers, then, attest that the continuity style is an instrument of communication and should, generally speaking, not get in the way of that which is being communicated.​[8]​ 

This model is predicated upon the exhibition of an image upon a flat screen plane from which meaning can be interpreted. However, many contemporary narrative feature films, especially those with large budgets released by major Hollywood studios, are exhibited not solely in this planar format but also stereoscopically through the use of digital 3-D technology. 3-D itself is, of course, not a new invention. It has been well documented that the use of stereoscopic techniques predates film itself, and were subsequently cinematically employed most extensively in the early 1950s and early 1980s, used in both cases to entice audiences back to cinemas as television and VCRs, respectively, threatened the privileged position of the cinema as the de facto provider of prerecorded audio-visual entertainment.​[9]​ Critical accounts of these so-called “waves” of 3-D production frequently underscore the presence of emergence in the films – the sensation that objects are entering theater space, addressing and even assaulting the viewer. William Paul suggests that analogue 3-D films continually throw spears, paddleballs and sharks at audiences in order to announce their stereoscopic status.​[10]​ Philip Sandifer proposes that 3-D films must neurotically underline their technological specificity through repeated use of emergence.​[11]​ Keen to distance themselves from this kind of criticism, contemporary filmmakers who work in 3-D emphasize in interviews their more subtle use of the medium. Unfortunately, this kind of rhetoric obscures the more complicated history of 3-D film style, of which excessive emergence is only the most visible aspect.

Exhibiting twinned but subtly different images to the left and right eyes of a viewer through polarization technology, 3-D generates the perception of three-dimensional space. This perceptual space both extends in front of and recedes behind the screen plane, these spatial zones called negative and positive parallax respectively. Stereoscopic depth information is not explored within existing theoretical models of the construction of film space: these presume and investigate planar, 2-D compositions, and therefore fail to take full account of the composition and aesthetics of 3-D content. However, while 3-D films are qualitatively different to 2-D films thanks to these stereoscopic depth cues, they are yoked both in critical theory and in narrative filmmaking practice to the prevailing, continuity-based systems of spatial representation. Emblematic of this is the fact that most 3-D films are also released in 2-D.​[12]​ Many 3-D films must therefore mutually co-exist with their planar counterparts. In order for both versions of a film to warrant release, each is required to provide a legible, entertaining experience. Though exhibited in different formats, 2-D and 3-D versions of a given film are fundamentally alike, with no variations in editing or shot selection.​[13]​ This prompts several questions regarding film style. How do the formal strategies of continuity (be it classical and intensified) work within a 3-D context? In what ways are these systems modified by their use within a 3-D production? Equally, to what extent might the aesthetic possibilities specific to 3-D be tailored to ensure that simultaneously released 3-D and 2-D versions any given film are each acceptable entertainments on their own terms?

This article will explore these issues, addressing how the application of 3-D to narrative feature films might influence continuity editing, particularly the ways such editing constructs cinematic space. The discussion will be situated in a contemporary context through analysis of digital 3-D productions. This is not to suggest that recent 3-D cinema is more nuanced or valuable than its analogue predecessors, but rather concentrates the study at hand upon a particular moment in the development of mainstream film style, therefore allowing it to show what is at stake in the current adoption of 3-D within the prevailing context of intensified continuity. The article will initially assess key pieces of scholarship on 3-D cinema, among them those by Paul and Sandifer on twentieth-century 3-D, as well as Miriam Ross’s work on digital 3-D and its haptic aesthetics.​[14]​ It will then proceed to compare and contrast sequences from Resident Evil (Paul W.S. Anderson, 2002) and Resident Evil: Afterlife (Paul W.S. Anderson, 2010) – the former being planar, the latter 3-D – to investigate the ways in which representational strategies may shift thanks to the changed format of exhibition. The article will then detail the expressive use of z-axis data in the stereoscopic release Dredd (Pete Travis, 2012). These films have been selected because they make 3-D an integral aspect of their production, shooting for the most part in “native” 3-D (rather than post-converting 2-D footage), and also because of their clear willingness to exploit the 3-D medium, providing as they do moments of stereoscopic spectacle that might easily be dismissed as gimmicky or meaninglessly attention-grabbing. This article, however, will show how these moments function alongside and within continuity systems rather than in conflict with them. Additionally, it will demonstrate such stereoscopic effects can be orchestrated across a film in meaningful ways. Accordingly, this article will consider 3-D as an integrated aspect of film style and not as a cheap gimmick. It will, though, be sensitive to how 3-D functions as an attractional deviation from the norm. After all, as Maltby has suggested, the technological innovations of Hollywood cinema operate “in the service of maintaining novelty within predictability, variation within a stable mode of production,” breaking established stylistic patterns even as they confirm them.​[15]​ 3-D must be seen in this context of technological variation within stable but evolving systems in order to fully assess how it interacts with pre-existing models of cinematic representation. The purpose of this article, then, is not to define or delimit all that 3-D is capable of, nor to champion (or denigrate) the technology and the ways it is used by filmmakers and received by audiences. Rather, it seeks to examine where exactly digital 3-D stands at the present moment in relation to the dominant method of narrative filmmaking.

Violation and Disruption.

A great deal of existing scholarship on 3-D film style focuses upon emergence. These moments of negative parallax break the fourth wall, and in doing so are seen by many to address the viewer and involve them in an awkward re-positioning of cinematic spectatorship. Indeed, for many scholars (as well as audiences and critics), 3-D cinema is synonymous with objects being thrust through the screen in an aggressive manner. Across his two significant essays on stereoscopic films of the 1950s and 1980s, William Paul suggests emergence is evidence of an inherent disjunction between classical style and 3-D exhibition, 3-D’s “aberrational status” revealing the “ambivalent relationship” between the two.​[16]​ For Paul, history demonstrates that the use of emergence makes 3-D not just a gimmick, but of all the gimmicks attempted by the film industry the one “least capable of being normalized to conventional Hollywood practice.”​[17]​ Such practice seeks to make technology unobtrusive, something Paul proposes cannot be achieved in relation to 3-D, since in moments of emergence 3-D quite literally foregrounds itself by entering the space of the theater and calling explicit attention to its presence. The notions of “decorum, proportion, formal harmony, respect for tradition, mimesis, self-effacing craftsmanship, and cool control of the perceiver’s response” Bordwell identifies in the classical style cannot, according to Paul, be squared with the technological spectacle of 3-D.​[18]​ Foregrounding prevents 3-D from being “absorbed and contained by dominant conventions.”​[19]​ In Paul’s work this deficiency is highlighted by comparing 3-D’s long-run adoption (or widespread lack thereof) with the much more successful technological rollouts of the 1950s: color film stock and widescreen formats.​[20]​

Philip Sandifer writes in a similar vein in his more recent article on 3-D’s incompatibility with mainstream narrative cinema. He understands 3-D to inevitably “demonstrate” itself at all times, calling attention not only to the technological apparatus of the projection system but also the space in which the projection is occurring, all of which is anathema to Hollywood storytelling. For Sandifer as for Paul, the “crucial problem” with 3-D is that, in working to provide an “aesthetic of astonishment”, it unsettles the prioritization of story and character considered the core of the classical Hollywood style.​[21]​ John Belton explicitly extends these considerations to the digital era, suggesting that contemporary 3-D should likewise be understood as a manufactured novelty, its main industry purpose being to drive adoption of digital exhibition technology, after which it will presumably disappear. As a novelty, 3-D requires visibility and spectacle, something emergence amply provides; yet for Belton this use of theater space makes 3-D intrusive rather than immersive, and therefore makes it “essentially an avant-garde technology.”​[22]​ For Paul, Sandifer, and Belton, 3-D is incompatible with existing systems for representing space and story in narrative cinema. This article will suggest by contrast that some kind of compatibility must be possible, especially given 3-D’s repeated application as an exhibition format.​[23]​ At issue is how this compatibility is achieved.

In the 1953 3-D release House of Wax (André de Toth) a street performer launches a paddleball towards the camera, and warns the cinema audience to close their mouths lest the ball hit their tonsils. Paul interprets this as a meta-commentary on the 3-D dynamic itself: the performer addresses the viewer in a stand-alone moment of attractional theater.​[24]​ The scene is a highly contextualized display of 3-D’s abilities, losing much of its impact (and certainly most of its logic) in planar presentations of the film. The protagonist of House of Wax – whose titular amusement is being advertised by the paddleball performer – subsequently debunks the display: “Once we’re established, we won’t need that sort of thing,” he says dismissively. It is clear from the arguments of Paul, Sandifer, and Belton that they consider this sort of establishment to be impossible. Paddleballs and their ilk will always violate not only the screen plane, but also and simultaneously the diegetic story-world itself. However it is worth noting that the paddleball sequence in House of Wax is brief and takes place immediately following the film’s interval, all of which suggests it is there to lure viewers back into the world of the film rather than to disrupt their observation of it. Beyond this scene the use of emergence is subtle, and occurs alongside sustained use of positive parallax to emphasize gothic sets and shadowy streets. Instead of concluding from this scene alone that emergence is disruptive, and therefore a threat to classical continuity, placing the paddleball performer in his context reveals the way in which the aesthetic and technical capacities of 3-D are negotiating with continuity systems. The paddleballer himself is performing for on-screen witnesses, and his antics are not inappropriate for the opening of a public attraction in the late nineteenth century (when the film is set). The viewer is constructed at this moment as just another member of the public whose attention is being solicited. In this way the use of direct address and excessive emergence are clearly rationalized and subordinated to the story being told, even if their use is unusual. Similarly, contemporary 3-D productions negotiate the attractional qualities of the format that Sandifer, Paul, and Belton identify in ways that are not fully accounted for by the models these writers propose.

Furthermore, it is necessary to emphasize that 3-D is not a momentary effect, but a sustained aesthetic style employed not just during moments of emergence but throughout the length of any given film.​[25]​ In her essay on Avatar (James Cameron, 2009), Miriam Ross aims to provide a comprehensive interpretation of 3-D that takes this continual sense of spatial depth into account, as she assesses not only moments of extreme positive and negative parallax, but also the perceptions of shape and volume 3-D provides. She suggests that 3-D offers a “fundamental shift in aesthetic experience,” introducing “haptic affects that have profound implications for the audience experience in the cinema.”​[26]​ Ross does not perceive the screen plane as a site of violation and disruption, but instead, through the application of phenomenological film theory, understands stereoscopic moving images to both come toward the viewer and pull the viewer toward them. Unlike traditional screen images, which have a “structured intelligibility” and are “set apart” (and therefore allow the viewer the “potential for mastery over and possession of the content” of the images), 3-D forces its audience to “consider and reconfigure [their] bodily placement in relation to the screen content.”​[27]​ This reconfiguration does not necessitate awareness of artifice or the technological conditions of exhibition, but rather invites the tactile exploration of the image, a haptic engagement prompted by the seeming proximity of objects and the expansive depth of landscape. In asserting that stereoscopic effects draw attention to and bridge “the spatial configurations between the auditorium and the film’s diegesis,” Ross indicates how such attention does not have to be disruptive or demonstrative.​[28]​ An effectively doubled viewing position arises from both immersion in the diegesis and the distance from it that is created by its very intangibility. This, for Ross, destabilizes and constantly reinvents the relationship between the audience and the represented space.

Ross thus effectively questions Sandifer’s assertion that “to marvel at an immersive technology is necessarily not to be immersed,”​[29]​ as she instead understands immersion to be a complicated process that allows for a degree of self-awareness. Her model examines 3-D aesthetics beyond emergence, paying attention to more subtle elements of stereoscopic composition as well as its capacity for meaningful staging-in-depth.​[30]​ Such attention is necessary for understanding how 3-D works with continuity systems. When Belton suggests “if 3D is to be 3D, it must necessarily exploit the phenomenon of emergence, violating the segregation of spaces at the core of the experience of classical cinema,” he may be accurately describing an expectation among some audiences and filmmakers, but he does not adequately account for the exhibition format beyond this (admittedly widespread) preconception.​[31]​ 3-D is more than aggressive emergence, just as color film is more than garish palettes and widescreen is more than grand landscape vistas. Solely assessing the aesthetics of 3-D through its paddleballs and presentationalism prevents a full understanding of the medium, and fails to explain its presence in contemporary multiplexes. To provide a more comprehensive account of 3-D, then, the remainder of the article will approach the medium in a different way, exploring how it functions alongside and within continuity systems. 

A Formal Comparison of 2-D and 3-D Content.

Examining the modifications in filmmaking prompted by the use of the 3-D format demands the comparison of 2-D and 3-D sequences that are essentially similar in content. To this end this article will examine sequences from two films of the same franchise and by the same director, one in 3-D and one not. Action sequences have been chosen for analysis because it is in such moments of high activity that we might reasonably expect the most demonstrative or attractional qualities of the 3-D format to be displayed. These sequences are also moments when we would expect the “pitch” of intensified continuity to be at its most intense.​[32]​ Therefore, action sequences are sites in which the negotiations of existing film style with the aesthetics of 3-D are especially visible. 

The following work is undertaken with the acknowledged caveats that despite their similarities the sequences under consideration have minor but relevant thematic and storytelling divergences and come from films that were made and released eight years apart. That being said, all films in the Resident Evil franchise contain a marked consistency of style thanks to the continued involvement of a core creative team, including writer, producer, and three-time director for the franchise Paul W.S. Anderson and reappearing star Milla Jovovich. Based on the Capcom videogame series Resident Evil (1996 – ongoing), the films are apocalyptic action-horrors focusing on Jovovich’s character Alice fighting zombies and monsters in constricted and otherwise threatening environments. Their consistency, and the fact that the first, fourth and fifth films were written and directed by Anderson – the latter two in 3-D and the first not – make the franchise a useful place to look for the stylistic changes provoked by the application of the format, since the modification of a pre-existing style is clearly traceable. This comparison, undertaken through analysis of cutting, mise-en-scène, and assessment of spatial arrangement and movement, will allow certain truisms about 3-D moving image composition and editing to be tested. 

In Resident Evil, Alice and a small squad of soldiers enter an underground bio-weapon facility called The Hive. Here, they discover that a virus has been released which re-animates the dead. In their efforts to retrieve an antidote for the virus and return to the surface the protagonists also contend with a large, mutating monster known (but not within the diegetic world of the film) as the Licker. Designed around movement through restricted space, the film has strong horror elements but predominantly operates in an action mode, privileging fight scenes and race-against-the-clock chases. Near the end of the film the protagonists board an underground tram to exit The Hive before it locks permanently, only to have their escape frustrated by the enormous Licker, which tears its way into the carriage. Alice and Matt (Eric Mabius), another human protagonist, use gunfire and brute force to fend off both the creature and a former member of their team who is now a zombie. They eventually kill the Licker by dropping it through a trap door in the floor of the tram.

The sequence favors close angles that often depict a single unit of action (the turn of a head, the closing of a door). An exception to this is an early, tightly-framed shot tracking quickly around Alice as she crouches and turns around in the middle of the carriage. Sparks fly around her, adding to the kaleidoscopic spectacle of the mobile camera and rotating subject (Figure 1). This shot introduces the action effectively, situating Alice within a small space besieged by an unpredictable and kinetic threat, and functions as an orienting master shot of sorts. When she is not the subject of a tight close up, Alice often remains situated in the mid-ground in a recurring long-lens shot, foreground and background visible (if slightly out of focus) in ways clearly motivated by the action. This kind of angle is used to re-assert the geography of the fight at key moments, as for instance when Matt swings a collection of pipes across the carriage (Figure 2). The exchange of blows between Alice and the Licker is demonstrated with panning shots, be it a slow motion pan of a bullet flying towards the Licker, or a quick pan following a protruding tongue as it jolts suddenly toward Alice. The shots are overwhelmingly hand-held and jittery. The sequence is 2 minutes and 34 seconds in duration and has 146 cuts, yielding an ASL of just over one second.​[33]​

In its use of rapid editing, diverse lens lengths, close framings, and ostentatious camera mobility (the rotating track around Alice; crash zooms), the sequence adheres to Bordwell’s classification of intensified continuity. Far quicker than classical continuity, intensified continuity uses “brief shots to maintain the audience’s interest” and ensures “each shot yield[s] a single point, a bit of information.”​[34]​ The action of the sequence is heavily splintered, but the high-speed editing and close framing respect axes of action and eye-line matches. Information regarding spatial layout is fragmented but nonetheless adequate thanks to earlier wide shots, simple geography (the carriage is a generally plain box), further orienting shots featuring clear planes of depth, and the use of cause-and-effect editing. Despite the intensity of the editing and framing, the scene therefore accedes (just) to Bordwell’s definition of “the classic precepts of Hollywood spatial construction: break the dramatic interaction into segments according to the dramatic curve, [and] keep eyelines and posture coherent so that we always understand who is looking at whom.”​[35]​ Continuity techniques are used to depict a space that is threatening and frightening, but also one that is legible, if only marginally. This is vital, as the drama of the sequence is predicated upon knowledge of spatial relations: Alice is situated in the middle of the carriage with the Licker in front of her and Matt behind; the trap door release switch is next to Matt, and the door itself is situated beneath the Licker. These positions and relations are fundamental to the struggle that subsequently occurs. Apart from the beginning of the sequence, when characters move into this arrangement, the staging is consistent, each element grounded in place. It is partly this fixity that allows the sequence to cut so fast yet remain coherent.

This sequence, then, employs a contemporary style that uses multiple angles, divergent lens depths, and rapid cutting to assemble a given scene. Using such a style in a 3-D production poses potential difficulties. As Stephen Prince suggests, 3-D cinema privileges deep focus compositions and in doing so “emphasizes longer shot durations,” these durations being necessary in order to “choreograph parallax so that viewers are not given difficult perceptual tasks.”​[36]​ His comments accord with experiments into the perception of 3-D moving images performed at the University of Helsinki, in which subjects commented that the level of detail in a stereoscopic clip makes it inherently “more interesting” than its two-dimensional counterpart, leading to stress and exhaustion if stereoscopic material is not presented for long enough to be adequately attended to.​[37]​ The filmmakers of the Resident Evil franchise seem conscious of these tendencies when they adopt 3-D for the fourth film, Resident Evil: Afterlife. Discussing his direction of this installment, Anderson states that the use of 3-D altered his filmmaking processes, impacting upon image composition, editing, writing and production design. Rather than the quick cutting and hand-held camerawork of earlier films like Resident Evil, he states he used more dolly, track, and crane shots, and slower fight choreography, all of which, he proposes, provides a clearer depiction of space.​[38]​ As he makes clear on the Region 2 DVD commentary, the film was intended for stereoscopic exhibition from its inception, and was written, shot and edited accordingly. He claims on the commentary to have conceived the film with as many tight, claustrophobic environments or wide landscapes as possible in order to exploit the 3-D format, which is for him a “holistic” experience requiring all aspects of the production be approached “from a 3-D point-of-view.”  A description of a comparative sequence from Resident Evil: Afterlife will indicate the extent to which Anderson has modified the style of the franchise to provide this point-of-view.

In the film, Alice’s adventures and battles continue, as she travels across the US and collects several survivors of the zombie plague that has turned the planet into a wasteland. In an action sequence a little over halfway through, she once again finds herself threatened in a tight interior location: in a prison shower room, she and a woman named Claire (Ali Larter) defend themselves from a lumbering, oversized antagonist identified by the end credits as the Axe-man.

The fight begins after the Axe-man kills one of Alice’s company, slicing him in half. Alice launches herself into the air to kick the Axe-man in the face, and this action is shown in a spacious wide shot that keeps Alice’s entire body in frame, the shot switching to extreme slow motion as she nears her target (Figure 3). This establishes a pattern of slow motion and occasional speed-ramping throughout the sequence, as well as a tendency for at least the entire upper bodies of the actors to be the focus of the framing, not just their faces or manipulating limbs (Figure 4). The Axe-man subsequently swings his axe around the room, the camera often positioned so that both the axe and the debris it generates are moving towards the spectator using negative parallax effects. The tempo of the sequence is frequently protracted: quick cuts are used but are often combined with lengthier mid-shots that are held for a few seconds. When the Axe-man is about to kill Alice, who has been knocked unconscious, an above and over-the-shoulder angle shows him getting hit by several gunshots in a shot lasting four seconds or so; the following shot, also four seconds in duration, is a slow track in on Claire as she continues to fire her gun in moderate slow motion. This is then followed by two quick cuts as the axe is swung at Claire, her movements to avoid it framed in mid-shot from just above her waist. After the Axe-man has severed several pipes in the room – resulting in fountains of water cascading across multiple depth planes – the film returns to extreme slow motion for several shots, including a wide overhead of the entire room. This overhead shot shows not just the distance between the two combatants but also, thanks to the use of emergence, the Axe-man’s immense height, as he protrudes noticeably from the screen plane (Figure 5). At the fight’s conclusion the Axe-man throws his weapon across the room, and it moves along the z-axis and conspicuously enters negative parallax in slow motion (Figure 6). This is part of a consistent association of the Axe-man with negative parallax, an indication of his hostility, size, and visceral physical threat. That said, during the sequence other elements are occasionally placed in theater space, such as pipes in the foreground of tracking shots and guns aimed towards the camera, and the fountains of water generally give definition to the planes of the z-axis both in front of and behind the screen plane, highlighting the existence of such stereoscopic depth information. The sequence is 2 minutes and 53 seconds long and contains 83 cuts, giving an ASL of just over two seconds.​[39]​

In comparison with the sequence from Resident Evil, the cutting here is clearly slower, with shots lasting on average twice as long. Furthermore, tight close-ups and hand-held shots are avoided in favor of mid- or full-body framing. Resident Evil: Afterlife features no rapid tracks or pans, and instead uses occasional slow tracks and subtle re-framings. Both sequences use a single shot to show an action, such as the closing of a door or a jump into the air, but in Resident Evil: Afterlife these are vastly extended through the use of slow motion, an effect which allows the viewer to examine at some leisure the overlapping objects contained throughout the planes of the 3-D composition. This is also encouraged through the use of wide-angle lenses which keep these many layers generally in focus. The sequence favors forward or processional z-axis movement, depicting the motion of things towards, through and beyond the screen plane into theater space, be they debris, axes or bodies. Wide shots showing the combatants facing off against each other, whether from the side or from above, provide a sense of spatial orientation and exactness absent from the railway carriage sequence in Resident Evil. However, this orientation is incomplete: the spaces in which Alice is knocked unconscious and in which Claire runs from the Axe-man are not clearly integrated with one another, and Alice re-appears at the end of the sequence in a manner that has required her to slip strangely unnoticed across the room (a movement not shown in order to maximize the dramatic surprise of her return). 

The stylistic changes enacted by Resident Evil: Afterlife draw attention to the movements of bodies in space, as well as their weight and relative agility. Wide and slowed-down shots highlight the bodily work involved in any given physical action (as when Alice launches into a flying kick). This emphasis on clarity of movement is also aided by lighter images, the diffuse sunlight in the shower room clearly and evenly illuminating the action on display. The darker and occasionally stroboscopic lighting in Resident Evil’s carriage provides more perceptual thrill, but does so at the cost of obvious legibility. This earlier carriage sequence focuses on the chaotic and shocking sensations of the monster attack, panic and emotional desperation underlined by the splintering of space through close shots, while the long-lens orienting shot squashes the various planes of action into close proximity to one another (though they are differentiated through focal length). Threats in this carriage environment are sustained and constant, responded to with frantic, off-the-cuff ingenuity. Resident Evil: Afterlife, on the other hand, accentuates the acrobatic physicality and bodily capability of the protagonists, doing so partly through staging, partly through slow motion, and partly through stereoscopic depth information, all of which emphasize the shifting spatial relations of the scene. In Resident Evil, projectiles move from right-to-left (Alice’s bullet) or left-to-right (the Licker’s tongue), and the z-axis is deployed most conspicuously for a moment in which a zombie lunges towards the camera. Processional stereoscopic z-axis movement in Resident Evil: Afterlife is by contrast sustained and often threatening, even if it is simultaneously at a more measured pace thanks to the use of slow motion.

The technical demands of filming in 3-D may have dictated certain choices in Resident Evil: Afterlife. Take the location for instance: maneuvering the bulkier 3-D camera rig around a tight space like the carriage in Resident Evil might have proved difficult, while the sensation of stereoscopic depth would have been frustrated by the proximity of the walls in the space.​[40]​ The shower room, by contrast, is a larger, airier and lighter environment. The shower pipes provide not only fountains of water (used to exploit stereoscopic depth planes) but also function as visual clutter defining the size and scope of what would otherwise be an empty volume of space.​[41]​ Rather than producing a clearly segregated screen plane from which objects occasionally extrude, the consistent uses of both positive and negative parallax maintain a sensation of deep, volumetric space throughout. The flying axe at the end of the fight may employ excessive emergence, but this is a momentary amplification of existing negative parallax use, not a sudden stylistic divergence. 

Featuring choreographed parallax positioning, framing-in-depth, and longer shot durations, Resident Evil: Afterlife shows clear modifications in franchise style. Production design, location choice, choreography, cinematography, and editing have all been deeply influenced by the 3-D format. However, these modifications do not drastically transform the fundamentals of film style being employed. The sequence evinces the spatial legibility crucial to classical filmmaking, legibility that continues to be upheld within intensified continuity. Resident Evil: Afterlife establishes and re-establishes the spatial relationships depicted and how they are developing in ways that are indebted to the continuity style, deploying master shots, eye-line matches, and cause-and-effect editing. It is true that the sequence sends various objects into theater space in an assaultive manner, and thus utilizes 3-D’s “grammar of allure” as it has been defined by Sandifer. ​[42]​ Yet these moments are clearly integrated into the action and motivated by the situation – a threatening and disruptive attack by a monster leads to the occasionally aggressive use of excessive emergence. It might further be suggested that the shocks provoked by the use of negative parallax are no less confrontational and jarring than the hectic editing tempo and very tight framing of the sequence from Resident Evil. Moreover, Resident Evil features instances of momentary attraction and audience confrontation which would seem more suited to contemporary 3-D content: a slow motion tracking shot of a bullet moving through empty space, and a moment in which a zombie lunges directly at the camera lens (Figure 7). These examples indicate how planar cinema features some of the aesthetic strategies that might otherwise be simplistically associated with 3-D. Stereoscopy may seem to encourage the use of slow motion, the depiction of objects drifting through space, and the application of shocks reliant upon fast movement towards the screen, but these devices are clearly already being employed (if with less emphasis) within systems of intensified continuity.

Co-presence and the Taming of New Techniques.

The differences in film form exhibited by Resident Evil: Afterlife indicate that the integration of impactful 3-D aesthetics requires some modification of the staging, shooting, and editing procedures associated with mainstream planar cinema. Nonetheless, the fundamental similarity of the sequence to that in Resident Evil reveals that the form remains the same in principle. Both sequences cut across eye-lines to create the impression of a legible and coherent spatial layout; both generally use shots to depict a single unit of action, whether at normal speed or in slow motion; and mise-en-scène and lighting are employed in ways that accentuate the existing tone of each respective scene. The 3-D of Resident Evil: Afterlife therefore does not employ a new filmmaking “grammar,” even if the format of exhibition is understood by many to demand one.​[43]​ It instead adapts existing grammar to suit its purposes. The sequence takes the additional data provided by stereoscopy into account in order to augment – but not revolutionize – standardized systems of spatial representation and editing. The use of slow motion, wider framing, and the focus upon bodily movement in and through space exploit 3-D but do so in a ways that remain yoked to a style that is recognizable from Resident Evil. As Bordwell concludes in relation to the use of intensified continuity, “today’s new techniques are inserted into the stable system of representing space and time, and though they do gain a certain freshness, they are still tamed to well-established purposes.”​[44]​ Pertinently, he goes on to add that “the favored technical devices [of Hollywood cinema] have changed, but the spatial system of classical Hollywood continuity remains intact.”​[45]​

The intensified continuity Bordwell speaks of may even work in 3-D’s favor. While it is certainly the case that the movement toward prolific lens variation and fast cutting seems anathema to 3-D (to the extent that these are toned down in Resident Evil: Afterlife), the intensification of continuity techniques have simultaneously, as Bordwell proposes, urged viewers to enjoy “self-conscious story-telling” and “highly overt narration,” and thus set viewers’ thresholds for “obtrusiveness” at a higher level.​[46]​ This goes some way toward explaining the continued capacity for 3-D to both demonstrate itself with emergence effects and at the same time act as a vehicle for story. It shares this capacity with other technological systems, such as digital special effects. The aforementioned slow-motion bullet shot from Resident Evil would be an example of excessively stylish and self-conscious filmmaking designed to both embellish the importance of the depicted moment and to show off technical skill and representational possibilities that exceed the demands of the continuity style. This shot is indebted to similar “bullet-time” moments from The Matrix (The Wachowski Brothers, 1999), a film whose digital effects and moments of visual pizzazz epitomize contemporary Hollywood’s modulation of story with emphatic displays of technical and stylistic virtuosity. Performing similar negotiations, contemporary 3-D can occasionally display itself while also generally obeying the precepts of the continuity system.

The insertion of the new technique that is digital 3-D into the pre-existing formal system of intensified continuity allows contemporary mainstream narrative feature films to be released in both 3-D and 2-D formats without overtly unsettling the appeal or functioning of either version. This is not a new phenomenon: 3-D films are overwhelmingly released in both formats and have been since at least the 1950s. This co-presence requires that the inherent qualities and aesthetic potential of 3-D be “tamed”, to use Bordwell’s phrase, to the well-established purposes of classical or intensified continuity. Resident Evil: Afterlife, like all stereoscopic blockbusters, is not illegible if viewed in a planar format: it provides enough spatial information along traditional lines and enough spectacle and excitement independent of its 3-D effects to be an effective entry in the horror-action franchise of which it forms a part. Perception of stereoscopic depth is not compulsory in order to enjoy the action on display. Likewise, the addition of this depth information does not overtly unsettle the systems of spatial representation being employed.

These may seem like obvious observations, but it is necessary to fully establish the relationship of 3-D effects with the planar cinematic form to which they are being applied. For Belton, the redundancy described here works to highlight the novelty factor of 3-D. He suggests that concurrent 2-D releases “haunt” 3-D, providing “dramatic evidence of [3-D’s] reactionary nature.”​[47]​ That is, by being available in both 3-D and 2-D formats, films like Resident Evil: Afterlife reveal that their stereoscopic incarnation is little more than a gimmick, a weak attempt to provide a feeling of exclusivity and novelty in order to encourage cinema attendance. Ross, on the other hand, is sensitive to the different kinds of experience that the two exhibition formats offer viewers. She describes how cutaways of a character’s face in 2-D screenings of Avatar act as “punctuation” between shots of greater action, while in 3-D these same close-ups encourage a quite different form of visual exploration, holding as they do a greater inherent interest thanks to their haptic qualities.​[48]​ She accordingly considers the continued reliance upon rapid editing in contemporary stereoscopic releases to “subdue the full haptic potential of 3-D,” such editing employed primarily to satisfy viewers of the planar version of the film even though it is to some extent incompatible with a 3-D aesthetic.​[49]​

While the haptic aspects of 3-D are beyond the scope of this article, Ross’s analysis nonetheless reveals the extent to which 3-D provides a different experience even when it is being used within continuity systems. These alternative experiences can moreover operate in the service of narrative and in the creation of expressive systems. The models of 3-D spectatorship put forward by Paul and Sandifer suggest the medium ruptures or destabilizes the representative systems of classical film style, yet 3-D can communicate meaning across the body of a film through these very ruptures. Even when a 3-D version of a film is co-present with a 2-D version, stereoscopic presentations can nonetheless use additional depth information to communicate meaning and embellish themes.

The Expressive Use of 3-D.

In his essay on Dial M for Murder (Alfred Hitchcock, 1954), Sheldon Hall suggests that the 3-D and 2-D versions offer “substantially different experience[s]” thanks to the use of staging-in-depth and subtle moments of audience address, traits which may exist in both versions but take on greater emphasis in 3-D exhibitions.​[50]​ In the same manner, viewings of Dredd, a 2012 action film based on a long-running British comic strip published by 2000 AD, provide significantly different experiences in the two formats thanks to the film’s deliberate and meaningful orchestration of the additional spatial data provided by 3-D. Like Resident Evil: Afterlife, Dredd is a “native” 3-D production. It particularly emphasizes the medium during drug-induced hallucinations, when extreme stereoscopic effects are employed along with slow motion and color tinting. 3-D is also creatively employed beyond these sequences, director Pete Travis and cinematographer Anthony Dod Mantle creating layered compositions that are both graphically arresting and that also function as vehicles for narrative. The film’s use of 3-D, like that of Resident Evil: Afterlife, is sustained and aggressive, yet nonetheless functions in tandem with continuity systems of film style and cannot be reduced to a “gimmick”. A brief reading of the film will demonstrate how these stereoscopic depth effects, including emergence, are tied to narrative meaning through their expressive use.​[51]​ This not only points to the need for a nuanced understanding of how 3-D films use stereoscopy, but also how the application of 3-D is worthy of sustained analysis across a broad range of films that employ the medium, not just canonized high-profile productions (such as Dial M for Murder and Avatar). 

Dredd follows two law enforcement officials in a dystopian future. Responding to a routine call, these Judges – named Dredd (Karl Urban) and Anderson (Olivia Thirlby) – are soon attacked by a clan of violent drug dealers and forcibly sealed within a 200-storey apartment “mega block” called Peach Tress. Moving up through the building, the Judges are constrained by the operations of drug-kingpin Ma-Ma (Lena Headey), who has a small army and is able to manipulate the security infrastructure of the block. Command over this dilapidated space is a central concern, and conflict is often mobilized around the massive central atrium and its internal balconies. The film therefore accords with Steve Neale’s suggestion that in action films, “space, the control of space, and the ability to move freely from one space to another are always important.”​[52]​ Dredd deploys 3-D to underscore this crucial aspect of the genre. The scope and restrictions of the space being contested are illustrated through negative and positive parallax, the uses of both being precisely managed to extend their communicative function. In addition, the sequences in which characters take the futuristic drug “slo-mo” provide a conscious display of emergence effects, but do so along with other cinematographic stylistics, allowing them to operate successfully in either 3-D or 2-D versions of the film. In this way, the 3-D effects in Dredd do not function as stylistic violations, but rather embellish pre-existing narrative concerns and aesthetic devices.

The film favors tight, closely framed shots and rapid editing. This works against the tendency, noted above, towards visual exploration in stereoscopic moving images. Experiments have suggested viewer attention tends to wander around the frame in 3-D clips far more than their 2-D counterparts thanks to the experience of spatial volume they provide, lessening the comparative amount of attention paid to a central actor or feature.​[53]​ As a result, cinematographers working in 3-D frequently compose shots to direct the gaze of the audience and prevent this dispersal, manipulating lighting and mise-en-scène to this end.​[54]​ However, perhaps influenced by both the comic book source material and the dystopian science-fiction film Blade Runner (Ridley Scott, 1982), the cinematography of Dredd employs a cluttered mise-en-scène of garbage, graffiti, and social decay.​[55]​ Along with the pace of the cutting, especially during action scenes, the detail of the environment generates a tension between a desire to explore the stereoscopic space on the one hand and the use of planar focus cues to direct the eye towards the protagonists – who are often situated between unfocussed planes of potential interest – on the other. In an early scene, Dredd kills a man who has taken a hostage in a fast food restaurant, and throughout the sequence he and the hostage-taker are behind obstructions such as tables and posts (Figure 8). In 3-D this composition effectively clutters the environment and hems in the characters, simulating the narrative setting of an over-populated, hyper-dense metropolis. It also underscores the central conflict of the scene: the presence of obstacles (some of them human) between Dredd and his target. The variegated structure of color and depth in these shots constructs the location as lurid and visually confusing, and does so in both stereoscopic and planar exhibitions. However, in 3-D the presence of visual layers is more pronounced thanks to the wider away of perceptual cues employed.

This is not the volumetric, acrobatic space of Resident Evil: Afterlife (nor for that matter is it the methodically-layered theatrical space of Dial M for Murder or the lush digital scenography of Avatar). Rather, 3-D effects are used to construct a compressed, overpopulated maze, the impediments of which are made all the more perceptually troubling through the existence of multiple planes of interest. The stereoscopic effects in the film therefore accentuate the inability of the Judges to take full possession of the spaces through which they move.​[56]​ This approach also allows the emergence effects during the slo-mo sequences to stand out, their stylized composition and use of slow motion providing an alternative 3-D experience built around measured contemplation. This is entirely keeping with the drug’s diegetic role in the film as a provider of solace within an anarchic and violent world.

As the producer of this drug, Ma-Ma is the de facto ruler of Peach Trees. Her character introduction forcefully indicates her mastery of space and time, and though this scene uses pronounced emergence it is not entirely dependent upon 3-D effects for its meaning and impact. She has taken slo-mo, which as one character explains “makes the brain feel as if time is passing at one percent its normal speed.” Several shots show her splashing water in a full bath, the use of the drug evoked by extreme slow motion, heavy colorization and robust parallax effects (Figure 9). She splashes water in front of her, these droplets entering theater space in 3-D exhibitions. Singled out by reviewers, this is a scene of “dreamy sumptuousness” and “iridescen[ce]” in the words of Joe Morgenstern.​[57]​ Antonia Quirk describes it as “unusually expressive and meaningful 3D”: both “effective and affecting”, it makes the viewer “want to pluck each droplet from the space that the 3D has landed it in” and carefully examine it.​[58]​ This moment accords with Sandifer’s model of 3-D film as “demonstrative,” since a particular kind of spectacle based on emergence is made possible and is palpably indulged. Yet while this sequence is enthralling in a manner that might seem exhibitionistic, it is important to note that the display is motivated by on-screen drug-use, and that the 3-D accentuates Ma-Ma’s ability to control and manipulate space, since she “violates” the screen plane by flinging water through it and towards the viewer. As another character makes clear when describing her, “she has control of everything,” and this seems to include the theater itself. Paul, Sandifer, and Belton all suggest emergence makes audiences more aware of their viewing situation thanks to the “conspicuous visibil[ity]”​[59]​ of the theater in such moments, but Dredd marshals this effect to reveal the spatial dominance of certain characters, some of who are able to purposefully send objects into negative parallax.​[60]​

The equation of emergence and spatial power established in Ma-Ma’s introduction is upheld shortly afterwards when Dredd’s capture of a drug-dealer is depicted in a similar fashion, streaks of blood flung into theater space at a fraction of normal speed. The negative parallax effects are here augmented through the use of false widescreen bars that imperceptibly appear at the beginning of the sequence, and over which the emerging blood splatter is superimposed, providing an even greater sensation of extension from the screen. The power of the Judge is effectively demonstrated by his ability to launch this debris into theater space. This dynamic is further manifested in one of the final scenes, in which Dredd gets the better of Ma-Ma, dosing her with slo-mo and throwing her out of a window at the top of the building’s atrium. The sequence accentuates Dredd’s attained mastery by placing him in the center of the frame and surrounding him with glass fragments that extend into negative parallax. Ma-Ma’s contrasting loss of mastery is underlined shortly thereafter: when she lands at the base of the atrium she is filmed from below, her face hitting the screen plane and erupting with blood in a lengthy slow motion shot (Figure 10). The separation between her space and theater space remains demonstrably intact, her previous ability to violate the screen plane removed. This absence of mastery effectively kills her, since it is upon the reinstated plane that she meets her bloody demise. 

In these ways Dredd uses stereoscopy for thematic ends. As with Resident Evil: Afterlife, the film is perfectly legible in planar presentations, but provides a very different experience when viewed in 3-D. The z-axis depth cues operate in accordance with and even augment cues already present in 2-D: for instance, the slo-mo sequences do not just use negative parallax but numerous other visual cues as well (colorization, slow motion and light diffusion among them). The film image remains a vehicle for narrative as Bordwell suggests it must within the continuity style. As with Resident Evil: Afterlife, Dredd carefully orchestrates stereoscopy in order to make it both elemental to the visual experience and also, paradoxically, entirely redundant, thus allowing the film to be cogent piece of entertainment in either 3-D or 2-D. Both films work to simultaneously get the most out of their 3-D and to tame it to existing systems of representation. Comparison of Resident Evil and Resident Evil: Afterlife indicates how this modification takes place at a micro level, while the broader discussion of Dredd reveals that stereoscopy is able to embellish meanings and themes at a macro level even if the modifications in film style remain relatively minimal.

Variation and Standardization.

Having assessed the existing models that seek to understand how 3-D functions in relation to the continuity systems of narrative film style, this article has proceeded to engage with this medium in a manner that avoids treating emergence either as an irreconcilable rupture or as the only feature of interest 3-D exhibition supplies. It has instead sought to explore the more nuanced effects and possibilities of 3-D, arguing that it should not be considered a layer of visual dazzle that can be stripped away or ignored in any analysis of stereoscopic cinematic content. The use of 3-D technology by certain films – most obviously those which are composed, edited, and marketed for a planned 3-D release – impacts upon them in subtle ways, all of which add up to a distinct cinematic experience. Nonetheless, it is clear that their overall composition is fundamentally dictated by existing film grammar, perhaps over-simplistically defined here by the terms classical continuity and intensified continuity.​[61]​ For filmmakers and studios, the 3-D format must be novelty enough to justify higher ticket prices and the wearing of plastic spectacles, but the mode and extent to which it is employed within any given film must not too greatly interfere with 2-D cinematic exhibitions, not to mention subsequent platforms that are overwhelmingly planar like DVD, television, and personal computers.

In line with Maltby’s model, this can be considered another example of Hollywood maintaining a system of “novelty within predictability, variation within a stable mode of production.”​[62]​ The use of 3-D alongside continuity systems ensures that new releases have a sense of technological novelty and freshness, but also that this freshness is but a small aspect of a generally recognizable and little-changing cinematic style. The stereoscopic exhibitions of Resident Evil: Afterlife and Dredd are variations that exist alongside planar versions of these films, the 2-D and 3-D versions being in many quite literal ways identical to one another. They each, however, offer different experiences, experiences that can push against and potentially dilute the possibilities of the other: keeping the editing of a planar film coherent in a stereoscopic presentation may make a given film seem slow to the former audience, while underplaying the ability of depth effects to communicate plot and meaning in order to satisfy 2-D audiences might be less than satisfying for those watching a given film in 3-D. This article has not dwelt on these compromises, but nonetheless they are a necessary consequence of the co-presence of stereoscopic and non-stereoscopic exhibition.

Moreover, by marrying stereoscopic moving images to a film style that is standardized and predictable, 3-D works to normalize itself as a mode of representation. This may seem opposed to discussions within industrial and critical circles that focus upon 3-D’s inherent novelty but, as Thomas Elsaesser points out, such discussions can obscure an understanding of how cinematic 3-D is part of a push to put digital stereoscopy in “all platforms and screens, big and small, fixed and mobile,” changing the way in which visual data is communicated.​[63]​ Hollywood blockbusters using the format are working towards “naturalizing this type of technologically-produced spatial vision,” making it effectively indiscernible.​[64]​ By working with continuity systems, contemporary 3-D stresses its compatibility with pre-existing methods of representing narrative and space even as it is required to market itself as novel. However, as articulated within the films themselves, moments of variation or excessive technological presence (be they generated through emergence or the accentuation of the spectacle of 3-D through slow-motion) are akin to other stylistic quirks within contemporary cinema. Such peculiarities, as shown by Bordwell, are increasingly acceptable (and even become relatively unobtrusive) thanks to their continued use.​[65]​ The slow motion bullet and to-the-camera lunges of Resident Evil are both aberrations within the continuity style and also part of the style itself, intensified continuity allowing for, and even demanding, moments of attractional display. In the same manner, 3-D emergence effects in Resident Evil: Afterlife (such as the launching of an axe towards the camera lens) are an expected element of 3-D sequence composition, even if such compositions are at odds with the more “invisible” methods of shooting and cutting that are normally predominant.

The observations put forward in this article have demonstrated that the 3-D medium needs to be understood beyond its use of emergence and linked ideas of novelty and audience address. Textual analysis reveals how 3-D modifies existing narrative film style, but does so in a manner that allows this style to remain dominant, ensuring successful (or at least legible) co-releases of both 3-D and 2-D versions of any given stereoscopic film. In order to more fully understand how 3-D functions as a cinematic medium it is necessary to appreciate these simultaneous demands, examining how 3-D is currently being used to communicate spatial information, expressive meaning, and even visceral shock in ways that are tied (or “tamed”) to the continuity system. As a variation in a stable mode of film production it is essential to look not only at the variation that is 3-D exhibition itself, but also the stability from which it is drawn and against which it constructs itself as a variation. Only in this way can a full account of the aesthetic strategies and stylistic particulars of the medium be properly attempted.
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